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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 246 pages. Dimensions: 7.8in. x 5.1in. x 0.6in.The Mannachs Fantasy, Folklore, Legend,
Stories of Old, and Fishermens Tales, or any number of other ways of telling old stories. There is
always something to be told about local history, things that have happened long ago in the past,
but which still have an effect on life today in the same place. There are physical objects that have
been put in place hundreds of years ago which are still there today, hundreds of years later. Do we
know why an object was put there in the first place This story revolves round events in a small
village called Porthbro in Cornwall. There is a group of seven stones; some people say there were
originally eight, and a Fogous. These stones have overlooked the village for hundreds of years. Why
were they put there What is their purpose Were they erected on religious grounds No, in fact these
stones, The Mannach Stones were not. Their history is more to do with three golden cones, two of
which were lost when a terrible storm hit the village soon after the villagers...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook is definitely not e ortless to start on studying but extremely enjoyable to read through. It can be loaded with knowledge and wisdom You will
not feel monotony at whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you request me).
-- Vincenzo Collins-- Vincenzo Collins

Extensive guideline for book fanatics. Sure, it is engage in, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am e ortlessly can get a delight of studying
a composed pdf.
-- Rhea Dare-- Rhea Dare
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